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SN Feedback
Dark Matter Halos
(simulation)

AGN Feedback
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Starburst wind feedback in M82
Shull 2009
NOAO/AURA/NSF/WIYN
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Fermi bubbles in the Galaxy
NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT/Su et al. 2010
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AGN feedback in MS0735.6+7421
Chandra/HST/VLA
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Effects of cosmic rays!!!
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This talk…
v Part I – CR feedback in galaxies
v Introduction to galactic winds
v How CRs could drive galactic winds
v How CR-driven winds impact the galaxies and
circumgalactic medium (CGM)
v How the results depend on the CR transport models

v Part II – CR feedback in galaxy clusters
v Introduction to CR properties in clusters
v AGN feedback in clusters – standard picture
v How CRs change the standard picture of AGN feedback

v Summary and open questions
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Galactic outflows
are ubiquitous

NGC253

v Speeds ~ tens-hundreds km/s
v Mass loading factor (h)
= Mass outflow rate / SFR could be > 1
v Multiphase: hot ionized (T~106-7K),
warm ionized (T~104K), molecular
(T~102K)
Image Credit: Inset: A. Bolatto. Background:
2MASS/Umass/IPAC-Caltech/NASA/NSF

Galactic outflows are essential ingredients in
the baryonic cycle of galaxies
IGM = Inter-Galactic Medium
CGM =
Circumgalactic Galactic Medium

ISM =
Inter-Stellar Medium

Tumlinson+17

How are the outflows driven?
vEnergy source: SN explosions
-> But how to convert SN energy into wind energy?
vPossible mechanisms:
vThermal pressure?
-> But hot gas cools very quickly
vRadiation pressure & photoionization
-> But it requires strong coupling -> high opacity for
photon scattering -> works better in dusty environments
vCosmic-ray (CR) pressure and heating

Why CRs?
• In the Milky Way, Ucr ~
Ub ~ Uth
• CR pressure drops less
quickly than thermal
pressure
• CRs cool less efficiently
than thermal gas

Tullmann+2000

Studies of CR-driven winds
v1D models & semi-analytical models:
Ipavich 75, Breitschwerdt 91, 93, Zirakashvili+96, Everett+08, 10,
Dorfi+12, Recchia+17, Samui+18, Mao+18
v3D hydro, isolated galaxies:
Uhlig+12, Booth+13, Salem+14, Simpson+16, Wiener+17, Jacob+18
v3D MHD, galaxy patches or isolated galaxies:
Hanasz+13, Pakmor+16, Girichidis+16, Ruszkowski+17, Butsky+18,
Farber+18, Holguin+18
v3D cosmological:
Jubelgas+08, Wadepuhl+11, Salem+14, 16, Liang+16, Chan+18,
Buck+19, Ji+19, Hopkins+20ab

RECAP

Self-confinement picture of CR transport
!
vGyro-resonance scattering: k||~
"#$

F=vxB

vStreaming instability (Kulsrud & Pearce, 1969):
Anisotropy => wave growth => enhanced scattering
vD > vA

B
v Marginal stability: vD ~ vA
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RECAP

When waves are damped
vD ~ vA

vD > vA

streaming inhibited
(by perturbations)

fast streaming
(perturbations smoothed out)

RECAP

Classical CR hydrodynamics

(Self-confinement model: assumes CRs scatter on self-excited waves)
CRs stream down pressure gradient with vA:

%('𝒖)
%*
%+,%*

= […] -∇PCR

vs =

sgn(b̂ · reCR )vA

Momemtum transfer via pressure gradient

+ 𝛻 · 𝑒23 𝒗 = −𝑃23 𝛻 · 𝒗 − 𝛻 · 𝑭 + 𝛻 · (𝜿 · 𝛻𝑒23 ) −𝐻23
Advection

”CR transport”

Adiabatic
vs =

sgn(b̂ · reCR )vA

Streaming and diffusion
F = (eCR + Pcr )vA , k ⇠ v 2 /⌫

Refs: Wentzel 1974, Drury & Volk 1981, Breitschwerdt+1991

Heating via waves

H CR = −vA ⋅ ∇PCR

(1

(2
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M. Uhlig et al.
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1. CRs can drive winds
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Figure 5. The surface density of stars (left), CRs (centre) and gas (right) at t = 302 Myr. Although there exists a one-to-one correspondence between c
in all three quantities, many of the brightest star clusters are much fainter in CR surface density, implying that these clumps are older, and producing
new stars (and thus fewer CRs). The projection of the diffusive CRs shows less structure than the gas plot or even the stellar plot. Bright patches highligh
the most recent star formation.

Uhlig+12
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At these early times, CRs can stream at a large angle with
respect to the z-axis without encountering too much disc
material, resulting in an outflow with a wide opening angle
Later, when the disc has formed, the inertia of the dense and
cool star forming gas prohibits a long pathway of the CR
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ing angle. When the outflow is collimated enough, it wil
then quickly dig a diluted channel in the old ejecta above
the disc with a correspondingly lower cooling rate.
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Booth+13

Salem+14

simulations, a lower diffusion coefficient leads to larger outflows.
In our model as depicted in Fig. 13, the time-scale for spreading out
of the CR profile is directly proportional to the diffusion coefficient,
and if we make the simplifying assumption that the gas does not
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CRs drive winds by pressure gradients

Figure 13. A schematic model
of CR diffusion-driven outflows. The blue
Salem+14
(gold) line shows a hypothetical gas (CR) density profile. The top panel
depicts a point early in the evolution, while the bottom panel shows a time
after the CRs have begun to diffuse out of the clump.

No transport, no wind

(see also Salem+14, Girichidis+16, Simpson+16, Heintz+18)
Advection only, no transport

Advection & transport

Ruszkowski, KY & Zweibel (2017)

Mass loading depends on transport speed!

η

optimum range
for wind driving

vtransport

2. CRs can suppress star formation
10

Hopkins et al.
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Mgal ~ 1012 Msun

Mgal ~ 10 Msun

More CRs
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3. CRs can affect wind properties
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Fig. 4.— Outflow rate (top), the ratio of atomic to ionized hyfor (bottom)
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loading factor increases to unity. The outflows driven by purely
fast low density outflows. Including CRs (middle and bottom) the
thermal SNe are hot (⇠ 107 K) and consist of ionized hydrogen.

4. CRs can affect CGM properties

Figure 2. Inflow/outflow structure in m12i, runs without CRs (left) and with CRs (right). We plot gas velocity (v) streamlines, in a 2D slice (background
Hopkins+2020
color shows gas density, to indicate the disk location in cyan). Lines are colored by radial velocity vr in km s 1 (see colorbar:
red is outflow, blue is inflow).
We compare face-on (top) and edge-on (bottom) projections (with respect to the galactic disk plane), in a box with extending to ±1 Mpc (⇡ 8 Rvir across)
away from the galaxy center in both directions (see scale bar). The CR run exhibits qualitatively different structure: “No CRs” (MHD+) shows inflow in all
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Salem, Bryan & Corlies
















gen has a far stronger presence in our CR-inclusive CGMs in

regions of higher gas density, lower temperature and higher
✏CR , which are also CR-pressure supported. This is most
pronounced in the lowest di↵usion LCR run, but the e↵ect

persists to the highest di↵usion run. A satellite features a

robust HI component
in all three CR-inclusive runs shown.
The right column of Figure 3 shows a mass-weighted
projection of metallicity. Although a cloud of enriched ma
terial exists beyond
the SF region of our non-CR run, the
CGM within the virial radius of this halo is largely metalpoor. In contrast, the CGM of our CR runs is metal enriched,

with the projections
showing Z & 0.1Z for a majority of
pixels. This holds
true across di↵usion parameters. In partic
ular, MCR and HCR are devoid of a single sightline within the
virial radius where the metallicity falls below 10 1.5 . We discuss the dichotomy
between the enrichment of non-CR and

CR runs in Section 6. The lack of metals in the halo in the
NCR run is due to the inability of simple thermal energy
Salem+16
feedback modelsin cosmological galaxy simulations to effi






ciently drive winds
because
theirenergy
is 
rapidly
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away (e.g., Katz, Weinberg & Hernquist 1996; Hummels &
Figure2012).
8. A comparison
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density versus
radiusproduce
(“impact parameter”)
Bryan
Simulations
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CRs
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measurements from the COS-Halos Survey (Werk et al. 2013). The simulated profiles b
tive outflows (Salem & Bryan 2014), which can eject metals
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vWith CRs, the CGM tends to be
-- cooler (<1e6K)
-- metal-enriched (~0.1Zsun)
-- matches better with UV absorption
lines observed
by HST COS
Salem,
Bryan & Corlies



But the devil lies in the details of
modeling CR transport…
-- Isotropic vs. anisotropic diffusion (Pakmor+16, Jacob+18)
-- Diffusion vs. streaming (Wiener+17, Butsky+18)
-- Decoupling in cold, neutral medium (Farber+18)
-- Spatial dependence of transport speed due to turbulent damping
(Holguin+18)
-- Energy dependent diffusion/streaming (?)
-- Underlying assumptions about the plasma physics (Hopkins+2020)

Comparing all possible CR transport models…
Constant diffusion

Extrinsic turbulence

Self confinement

The standard self-confinement model over-predicts Lg,
implying too much confinement by a factor of 100!!

Need to understand the underlying plasma physics!!
Refs: Hopkins+2020, astro-ph://2002.06211

CR feedback in galaxies -- summary
vCRs can suppress SFRs of MW-like galaxies
vCR-driven winds are cooler, multi-phase, and
gently accelerated.
vThe CGM including CR effects is cool and metalrich, which matches the COS data.
vAll the above depends on details of microphysical
CR transport processes

PART II – CR feedback in clusters

Properties of CRs in clusters
Radio halo of Coma cluster
+ X-ray contour
v Cluster B field ~ µG
v CRs are likely first accelerated by
structure formation shocks and
reaccelerated by turbulence
v No gamma-ray emission from
clusters detected yet
–> XCR =PCR/Pth <~ 10%
–> CRs are NOT dynamically
dominant for clusters as a whole

Feedback of SMBHs
(XCR,jet = ?)

AGN feedback in galaxy clusters
Perseus cluster

v

X-ray: intracluster medium (ICM)

v

Radiative cooling: LX ∝ n 2

v
v
v

v

Cool-core (CC) clusters: tcool << tH
Positive T gradients within cores
Cooling flow model predicts runaway
cooling and large SFRs
Observed SFRs 10-100x lower than
prediction -> cooling-flow problem

Simionescu+(2012)

Panagoulia+ (2014)

Evidence for AGN Feedback
vRadio bubbles
vPcav ~ Lcool

Courtesy of J.Hlavacek-Larrondo
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Q: How AGN jets heat the ICM?

the larger-scale cavities are being blown around by atmospheric pressure gradients (Brügge
et al. 2005; Heinz et al. 2006; Morsony et al. 2010).

M87 (Forman+ 2007)

Possible heating mechanisms:
– Mixing with hot bubble gas (Hillel+ 2016)
– Weak shocks (Fabian+ 2003)
– Sound waves (Fabian+ 2005)
– Turbulence dissipation (Zhuravleva+ 2014)
– Cosmic-ray heating (Guo+ 2008,
Pfrommer+2013)

Perseus
Sound waves

Which mechanisms are dominant?

33

Fig. 10.— Examples of systems showing multiple cavities and shocks. Upper left: Unshar

Simulation setup
(Yang & Reynolds, 2016b)

v Initial condition: Perseus cluster
v Radiative cooling
v AGN feedback:
-- SMBH accretion of cold gas
-- kinetic jet feedback, efficiency = 0.1%
-- jet precession

34
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Success of AGN simulations
vSelf-regulation
vPositive T gradient
vCold gas distribution
vDominant heating
mechanisms:
-- Bubble mixing
-- Weak shock heating
-- Turbulent heating

How about CR-dominated jets?

Gaspari et al. (2011, 2012)
Li et al. (2014, 2015)
Prasad et al. (2015)
Yang & Reynolds (2016ab)
36

Why CRs?
Motivations:
1) Radio -> CRs & B
2) Bubble composition is unknown

Ptot = PB + PCR e + PCRp + Pth
Ptot >> PB + PCR e

(Dunn et al., 2004, 2005)

=> Pth or PCRp dominates

Works on CR feedback in clusters
v1D models:
Loewenstein+91, Guo+08, Pfrommer 13, Jacob+2016ab
v2D hydro, local simulations:
Mathews+08, Guo+10
v3D hydro/MHD, local simulations:
Weinberger+17, Bourne+17, Ehlert+18, Yang+19
v3D hydro/MHD, global simulations:
Sijacki+08, Ruszkowski+17

1. CR-jet inflated bubbles are “fatter”
The Astrophysical Journal, 871:6 (16pp), 2019 January 20

Yang, Gaspari, & Ma

vSlower CR jets allow CR pressure to expand
laterally -> Larger cross section causes
deceleration
vCR bubbles could more easily produced young
cavities at the center of Perseus

Yang+19

2. CR bubbles expands the ICM more
efficiently
Enclosed mass profiles

With CRs

Yang+19

This is because CR bubbles have larger cross sections

3. CR-dominated jets could heat the ICM by
Coulomb, hadronic, and streaming heating
(3D CR-MHD simulations; Ruszkowski, Yang & Reynolds, 2017)

Cluster heating by cosmic
raysheating by cosm
Cluster
Advection & transport

Advection only, no transport

✗

✔

CR energy density
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Alfvénic.
results also
imply weaker
that theordynativel
ese results
also Note
implythat
thatthese
the dynatively,
less collimated

3. AGN activity more variable for CR bubbles
Thermal bubbles

3

CR bubbles

Fig. 1.— Evolution of the AGN jet power (solid line) and the Xray luminosity integrated within 100 kpc (dashed line). With selfregulated AGN feedback, the cluster reaches a quasi-equilibrium
state after t ⇠ 0.7 Gyr.

v This is because CR bubbles expands the ICM and it takes
longer
timesin clusters
for ICM
self-regulated
AGN feedback
have to
beencool
exten-and trigger next AGN activity
sively discussed in the literature (e.g., Sijacki et al. 2007;
Gaspari et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2012b; Li & Bryan 2014;
Prasad et al. 2015), we focus on characteristics that are
relevant for this study.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of AGN jet power and
X-ray luminosity within r = 100 kpc, which is about the
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Comparing thermal & CR bubbles
Thermal bubbles

CR bubbles

Elongated

Fatter

Quasi-steady AGN activity

Variable AGN activity

Comparing thermal & CR bubbles
CR bubbles

Thermal bubbles

OR
Elongated

??
Flatter

Quasi-steady AGN activity

Variable AGN activity

Heating by bubble mixing

Heating by Coulomb,
hadronic and streaming

Bubble composition – observable signatures?
(Yang+19)

X-ray
Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect:
∆𝑇=>?
𝑛+ 𝑘B 𝑇+
∝D
𝜎 𝑑𝑙
𝑇@AB
𝑚+ 𝑐 I L
v Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ)
effect -- temperature
distortion of cosmic
microwave background
v SZ bubbles -> CR bubbles

SZ
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Bubble composition – observable signatures?
(Yang+19)
SZ observations of X-ray Cavities
First tentative detection
of SZ bubbles (Abdulla et al. 2018)

7

X-ray

v Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ)
effect -- temperature
distortion
ofand
cosmic
Figure 4. SZ
X-ray images of MS0735. On the left, a CLEAN CARMA map of MS0735 with the central radio source
SZSZ signal in units of SNR. An image of the noise map used to make CARMA SNR
removed (see section 3.2) representing the total
microwave
background
maps is shown in Figure 1. White contours show the 327 MHz VLA observations of the AGN jets at levels of (0.005, 0.01, 0.02) Jy
. Black->
contours
show the Chandra X-ray image (0.5-7 keV) at smoothed levels of (3.0, 7.5, 20.0) ⇥ 10 counts cm s
v SZ beam
bubbles
CR
bubbles
arcsecond . Red crosses show the centers of the two mosaic pointings of the CARMA-23 observations (see Section 2) and red
1

8

2

1

2

circles show the X-ray identified extent of the cavities. On the right, the Chandra X-ray image (0.5-7 keV) Gaussian-smoothed
with a 3 pixel kernel radius, with white contours from the CARMA SZ map at levels of 14 , 10 , 6 . Note the depressions
in both X-ray surface brightness and SZ signal in the regions occupied by the jets.
Table 3. Nearby radio sources
Nearby radio sources

S30GHz (mJy)

x(00 )

y(00 )

Southern source

0.15 ± 0.04

2±3

197 ± 3

All parameters of this double -model are fixed based
on the higher resolution X-ray data, except for its overall normalization, which is allowed to vary when fitting
the CARMA data.
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CR Feedback in Galaxies and Clusters -- summary
v CRs are key ingredient in galaxy and cluster feedback
v Results sensitively depend on CR transport models
v Better understanding of the microphysics of CR transport
and comparisons with observational data are demanded

